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ABOUT US

HILL СORPORATION LLP is the first and unique producer of world-class lubricants in the
Republic of Kazakhstan.
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ABOUT US

Project stage, 2007

Plant Launch, 2010
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ABOUT US
The Plant was constructed within the Program of Accelerated
Industrial and Innovative Development of Kazakhstan;
The Plant was commissioned in May 2010;
Investments in the Project exceed $50 million;
The plant currently employs about 300 people;
The plant has so produced more than 100,000,000 liters of oils. The
plant’s annual capacity is 70,000 tons;
Import substitution exceeds $200 million annually;
The plant is an ideal combination of cutting-edge technologies and
innovative developments standing among top modern plants worldwide;
HILL CORPORATION products are sold in all the regions of Kazakhstan,
and are also available in Russia and China thanks to distributor contracts.

Partners:
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CUSTOMERS
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ADVANTAGES
High quality of products thanks to state-of-the-art production
technologies, high-quality raw materials and advanced formulations;
Modern infrastructure;
Wide range of products for industrial applications, commercial and
passenger vehicles;
Helping customers choose the right lubricants matching their needs
(based on the customer’s equipment characteristics and budget) by
leveraging the expertise of our technical team and our accredited
and certified laboratory;
Minimum time to complete customer orders;
Location. Located in Kazakhstan, the Plant can monitor specific
needs of local customers and make products suitable for local climate
and fuel quality, respond to changes in the vehicle fleet,
environmental standards and new trends in the production of
lubricants;

The quality of products made by HILL Corporation is on par with
imported lubricants. However, prices are more competitive thanks to
lower transportation costs and tax savings.
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TECHNOLOGIES
Production process is highly automated, all processes are controlled
from a central control unit, eliminating the possibility of human error to
ensure quality and stability of the output.
Automated filling lines, drum delivery and warming system, product
distribution system ensure minimum manual labor and premium quality of
finished products, helping to reduce dependence on suppliers of raw
materials and components and make the production process more
independent.

The Plant has a tank farm for base oils and finished products, acting as
both a source of feedstock and one of the final stages of the production
process.
HILL CORPORATION used state-of the-art technologies coming from the
industry’s big names.
The Plant’s ASTM-certified laboratory helps to ensure tight quality control
and compliance with international standards at all stages of production.
This is a closed-loop production, 100% waste-free, environmentally
friendly and safe.
More than 100 types of engine, transmission, hydraulic and industrial oils
are shipped in high-quality sealed containers, ensuring safe transportation
throughout Kazakhstan and abroad.
The use of piggable lines prevents cross-contamination and helps
improve the quality of finished products.
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EQUIPMENT

Control panel of the automated oil production system

Blending area
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EQUIPMENT

Blender

Tanks with additives

Multi-purpose manifold
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EQUIPMENT

Automated blender for batch preparation ( FMC Technologies )

Automatic additive drum decanting unit
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EQUIPMENT

Plastic can production equipment

Filling line
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RANGE OF PRODUCTS
HILL CORPORATION makes ASTM-compliant lubricants with the help of blending technology and
automated equipment from FMC Technologies (USA), high quality base oils and additives from the
leading international companies such as Infineum, Lubrizol, Chevron Oronite and Afton.
The product range includes more than 100 types of lubricants marketed under Fastroil and HILL
brands.
Recently a premium Fastroil FF line of lubricants was launched.

High quality of our oils has been confirmed by certifications and approvals from leading OEMS such
as: General Electric, MAN, Cummins, CAT, MWM, Jenbacher, ZF, MAG, Deutz, MTU, Avtovaz, Kamaz,
VOLVO, Mack, Renault, Mercedes-Benz, etc.
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APPROVALS

For more details please visit www.hillcorp.kz
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TYPES OF OILS
Engine oils (PVL) for all types of engines of

modern and older vehicles from leading
international car makers;
Transmission / Gearbox oils for automatic,
manual gearboxes and other types of

gearboxes;
Engine oils for commercial vehicles (CVL),
including

trucks

equipment,

and

agricultural

buses,

railway

and

special-

purpose vehicles, ships and aircraft;
Industrial oils (IND) include industrial oils
for

various

industrial

applications

(hydraulic, gearbox, turbine, compressor
oils, etc.).
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FASTROIL – ENGINE & TRANSMISSOIN OILS
№
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10

Name

Application
Synthetic motor oil for gasoline engines of modern cars. Recommended for new vehicles and
Fastroil Formula F10 SAE 0W-40 (API SN/CF)
vehicles with moderate mileage, including diesel engines, in accordance with the instructions of
Fastroil Formula F9 SAE 5W-30, 5W-40 (API SM/CF)
auto manufacturers.
Universal motor oil with the use of synthetic technology for gasoline engines of modern cars, put into
operation since 2004 and previously released models (Euro-3 / Euro-4), in accordance with the
Fastroil Formula F7 SAE 10W-40 (API SM/CF)
instructions of auto manufacturers.
Standard engine oil for all-season use in gasoline engines of cars put into operation before 2001 with
Fastroil Formula F5 SAE 15W-40 (API SJ/CF)
mileage, as well as for diesel engines, in accordance with the instructions of auto manufacturers.
Synthetic motor oil of the highest class for diesel engines of modern commercial vehicles, put into
Fastroil Force F1000 Diesel SAE 5W-30 (API CJ-4/SM) operation since 2007 (Euro-4 / Euro-5). Recommended for new vehicles, including most European
commercial vehicles, in accordance with the instructions of auto manufacturers.
Synthetic motor oil for diesel engines of modern commercial vehicles, put into operation since 2004
and previously released models (Euro-3 / Euro-4). Recommended for new vehicles and vehicles with
Fastroil Force F900 Diesel SAE 5w-40 (API CI-4)
moderate mileage in accordance with the instructions of auto manufacturers.
Engine oil made with the use of synthetic technology for heavy-duty diesel engines of modern
Fastroil Force F900 Diesel Pro SAE 10w-40 (API CI-4)
commercial vehicles, put into operation since 2004 and previously released models (Euro-3 / Euro-4).
Universal motor oil for all-season use in diesel engines of commercial vehicles put into operation
since 2004 and previously produced models (Euro-3 / Euro-4) with moderate mileage, in accordance
Fastroil Force F500 Diesel SAE 15w-40 (API CI-4)
with the instructions of auto manufacturers.
Synthetic transmission oil of the highest class for manual transmissions and driving axles of modern
Fastroil MTF 5 synt SAE 75w-90 (GL-5)
cars operating in difficult conditions. Recommended for hypoid gears of passenger cars and trucks,
Fastroil MTF 4 synt SAE 75w-90 (GL-4)
in accordance with the instructions of auto manufacturers.
Transmission oil for manual transmissions and drive axles of modern vehicles operating in difficult
Fastroil MTF 5 SAE 80w-90 (GL-5)
conditions. It is recommended for hypoid and other types of gears of passenger cars and trucks, in
Fastroil MTF 4 SAE 80w-90 (GL-4)
accordance with the instructions of auto manufacturers.
Transmission oil for use in automatic transmissions and transfer boxes of modern cars that meet the
Fastroil ATF 3 (Dexron III)
requirements of GM Dexron II and III.

For more information about

product line of HILL Corporation, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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INDUSTRIAL OILS
№

Name

Application

1

Fastroil Hydraulic Oil 22, 32, 46, 68, 100

Designed for use in hydraulic systems of industrial equipment, including those equipped with servohydraulic devices and 5 to 10 micron filter elements.

2

Fastroil Hydraulic Winter Oil 22, 32, 46, 68, 100

Intended for all-season use in hydraulic systems of road construction and logging equipment, hydraulic
systems of truck-mounted cranes, tail lifts, mobile cranes, self-propelled drilling rigs, vehicles operated
by municipalities and various stationary industrial equipment and outdoor units, in shops with lower
operating temperatures or unheated facilities.

3

Fastroil Hydraulic Ashless Oil 22, 32, 46, 68, 100

Designed for use in hydraulic systems of industrial equipment, including those equipped with servohydraulic devices. This series of oils is intended for use in injection molding machines and equipment
that operates under increased water and temperature loads.

4

Fastroil Hydraulic Oil MGE 46

In lamellar rotary compressors (oil-filled or lubricated by oil injection), screw compressors (oil-filled or
lubricated by oil injection), operating at a discharge air temperature of up to 100°C and pressure of up
to 15 bar, as well as mobile equipment, e.g. for construction or railway applications, operated in harsh
conditions.

5

Fastroil Compressor Oil 32, 46, 68, 100, 150, 220

Designed for lubrication systems of oil-filled screw compressors and rotary compressors, as well as
reciprocating compressors.

6

Fastroil Synthetic Compressor Oil 32, 46, 68, 100,
150, 220

Designed for lubrication systems of oil-filled screw compressors and rotary compressors requiring oils
with extended service life. For lubrication systems of reciprocating compressors operating under high
and low temperatures.

7

Fastroil Turbines Oil 32, 46

Designed for use in centralized lubrication systems of steam and gas turbines, as well as in sealing and
control systems as hydraulic fluid and sealing medium, as well as in turbochargers requiring topnotch
lubricants. Fastroil Turbines Oil 46 can also be used in lubrication systems of turbines with gears.

8

Fastroil Universal Transmission Oil SAE 10W, 30,
50

Designed for seasonal use in power-assisted transmissions, final and rear-axle drives, hydraulic systems
and brakes in the oil bath of construction and off-road vehicles requiring TO-4 grade oils.

9

Gear oil
Fastroil CLP Oil 68, 100, 150, 220, 320, 460, 680

Designed for lubrication of closed gearboxes of industrial and mobile equipment, hypoid and worm
gears of road, construction and mining equipment, chain drives, gear wheels operated under moderate
load conditions.

10

Fastroil Lokomotiv Diesel HD SAE 40, HPD SAE
40, HPD SAE 20W-40

Fastroil Locomotive Diesel HD Series oils are specifically designed for locomotive diesel engines and
exceed the requirements of the latest lubricant classifications, such as the LMOA Generation V and GE
Generation IV Long Life.

For more information about the entire product line of HILL Corporation, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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HILL – ENGINE & TRANSMISSION OILS
№

Name

1

HILL Super 5w-30, 5w-40 (API SM/CF)

2

HILL Extra 10w-40 (API SL/CF)

3

HILL Universal 15w-40 (API SG/CD)

4

HILL Standard 10w-40 (API SF/CC)
HILL Standard 15w-40 (API SF/CC)
HILL Standard 20w-50 (API SF/CC)

5

HILL Standard Diesel 10w-40 (API CF-4)

6

HILL Standard Diesel 15w-40 (API CF-4)

7

HILL Transmission 75w-90 (API GL-5)
HILL Transmission GB 75w-90 (API GL-4)

8

HILL Transmission I 80w-90 (API GL-5)
HILL Transmission GB I 80w-90 (API GL-4)

For more information about

Application
Synthetic all-season oil. Guarantees easy and fast start at cold temperatures. Designed for gasoline
engines of new passenger cars, sports cars, minibuses of light trucks, with modern highly accelerated
gasoline engines and turbocharged diesel engines, standards Euro III and Euro IV.
Semi-synthetic engine oil. Keeps the engine clean. It has reduced evaporation. For highly
accelerated engines of passenger cars, sports cars, minibuses and light trucks, with moderate
mileage that meet the requirements of Euro II and Euro III.
High-quality mineral engine oil. Increases engine overhaul life. For forced gas-powered and diesel
(with moderate supercharging) engines of passenger cars, minibuses and light trucks that meet the
environmental requirements of Euro I and Euro II.
High quality mineral motor oil. For naturally aspirated diesel cars and trucks, for lubrication of
gasoline engines and naturally aspirated diesel engines of European, American and Japanese cars
produced up to 1989, where the manufacturer of equipment recommends oils of the SF / CC group.
Semi-synthetic all-season oil. Provides protection against corrosion, prevents the formation of soot
and soot. For high-speed powerful 4-stroke diesel engines with and without turbocharging; for
powerful main tractors, trucks.
Mineral multigrade oil. Protects all engine parts. For high-speed powerful 4-stroke diesel engines with
and without turbocharging; for powerful main tractors, trucks.
Synthetic gear oil. It is used in mechanical transmissions installed in passenger cars and trucks and
other mobile equipment operating in the most demanding conditions, with the recommendation of
oil levels GL-4 and GL-5, with all types of gears.
Transmission mineral oil. For lubrication of mechanical transmissions, with all types of gears, including
hypoid (driving axles, transfer boxes) of cars and trucks and other mobile equipment operating in the
most severe conditions of operation, with a recommendation of oil level GL-4 and GL-5.

product line of HILL Corporation, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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HILL GREASE - GREASES
№
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Name

Application

Grease based on mineral oil and lithium complex soap containing high-performance extreme pressure additives. The lubricant
contains in its composition antioxidant, anti-wear, anti-corrosion and extreme pressure additives. It is intended for lubrication of wheel
HILL Grease COMPLEX
bearings and other high-loaded friction units operating at elevated temperatures in passenger cars, trucks, and also in industrial
equipment.
Grease based on mineral oil and lithium soap 12-hydroxystearic acid containing high-performance extreme pressure additives.
Lubricant contains in its composition antioxidant, antiwear, anti-corrosion and extreme pressure additives. It is intended for use in
HILL Grease EP 0, EP 1, EP 2, EP 3 various friction units of wheeled and tracked vehicles, in various types of industrial equipment, as well as in equipment operated at
high shock loads and specific pressures.
Condensed with lithium complex mineral oil based grease. The grease contains antioxidants, corrosion inhibitors and EP / AW
additives. Due to the content of the lithium soap complex, the product is suitable for use in a very wide range of temperatures,
HILL Grease UNILUX
especially at elevated temperatures. The structure of the soap complex also gives the product a high degree of mechanical stability.
This improves performance in vibrating housings and extends lubrication intervals.
Lithium thickened mineral oil based grease. The grease contains antioxidants, corrosion inhibitors, EP / AW additives and 3%
molybdenum disulfide. The product is a modern multi-functional moth (molybdenum disulfide) lubricant which can be used in various
HILL Grease MOLY
applications within certain temperature limits. The lubricant offers good mechanical stability, load capacity and corrosion protection,
which makes it suitable for heavily loaded bearings as well as for wet environments.
HILL Grease Graphite - a general-purpose grease made from highly viscous petroleum oils, thickened with calcium soap, contains
graphite. Graphite grease is efficient at a temperature of -20 ... + 70 ° С. It is allowed to use at a temperature below -20 ° C in springs
HILL Grease GRAPHITE
and similar devices. The lubricant is used in sliding friction units of heavy-duty low-speed mechanisms, in springs, tractor and machine
suspensions, open gear drives, drill bit bearings, etc.
HILL Grease LZ-TSNII is a lubricant made from light-viscous petroleum oil, thickened with sodium-calcium soap of castor oil acids,
contains antioxidant and anti-wear additives. The lubricant has good anti-wear and anti-seize characteristics, a tendency to heat
HILL Grease LZ-TSNII
strengthening, poor water resistance, insufficient preservation properties. The lubricant is operational at a temperature of -40 ... + 100 °
C. Designed for use in roller bearings of railway cars.
HILL Grease Litol-24 is a 12-hydroxystearic acid lithium soap thickened petroleum oil. Contains antioxidant and viscous additives. The
lubricant has high colloidal, chemical and mechanical stability. It is waterproof even in boiling water, not heated when heated. It is
efficient at a temperature of -40 ... + 120 ° С, briefly keeps working capacity at a temperature of + 130 ° С. Recommended for use in
HILL Grease LITOL-24
rolling and plain bearings of all types, joints, gears and other gears, friction surfaces of wheeled and tracked vehicles, industrial
mechanisms, electric cars, etc.
HILL Grease Solid oil is a general purpose grease, made on the basis of mixtures of petroleum oils of medium viscosity, thickened with
hydrated calcium soap, fatty acids, which are part of natural (vegetable and animal) fats. It has better viscosity-temperature
properties, less compacted during storage. The lubricant is efficient at a temperature of -30 ... +65 ° С, in powerful mechanisms
HILL Grease SOLIDOL
(bearings, hinges, blocks, etc.) from -50 ° С. The lubricant is applied relatively to coarse friction units of mechanisms and machines,
vehicles, agricultural machinery, joints, screw and chain gears, low-speed gear reducers.

For more information about

product line of HILL Corporation, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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APPROVALS

For more information, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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APPROVALS

For more information, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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APPROVALS

For more information, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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APPROVALS

For more information, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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APPROVALS

For more information, please visit: www.hillcorp.kz
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THANK YOU
FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Head office:
25/5, «Novy Mir» VIP-town, Samal-3,
A25D0B6, Almaty

Phone: + 7 (727) 262 96 81/82
Fax: + 7 (727) 262 96 03
e-mail: info@hillcorp.kz
Plant:
101, Ontustyk Industrialdy z., Kapal Batyr street,
Enbekshy district, X13A2T2, Shymkent

www.hillcorp.kz

Phone: +7 (7252) 43 90 90
Fax: +7 (7252) 43 92 29
e-mail: plant@hillcorp.kz

